This is knowing what your opponent is up to. This is being able to stay one step ahead.

This is LEVIS PRACTICE ADVISOR®.

Lexis® Market Tracker

With the real-time ability to access the latest deal terms, provisions and language of more than 1,500 M&A and credit transactions, Lexis® Market Tracker, powered by Matterhorn, gives you unique insight on current market trends that you can’t get from any other source. Lexis Market Tracker is included within the Mergers & Acquisitions, Banking & Finance, and Securities & Capital Markets offerings.
This is simplifying your routine.

- Easily locate and compare transactions across 900 deal elements, and view statistical analytics of your search results.
- Narrow your search with unprecedented granularity using target, industry, acquirer, value, negotiated terms and many other criteria.

This is getting up to speed.

- Access to the most current M&A and credit transactions data, including deal facts and documents so you can see what is being negotiated almost instantaneously.
- Provide the best client advice by staying current with practice trends relating to credit transactions and M&A deal terms, provisions, language and clauses.

This is getting a head start on drafting.

- Draft your deal documents efficiently and confidently with quick access to on-point market-tested precedents and their specific clauses and language.
- Quickly compare deals and extract insight instantly with customized reports directly related to the issues at hand.

Contact a Lexis Practice Advisor sales representative at 800-543-6862

For more information visit www.lexisnexis.com/practice-advisor